The aim of this research is to investigate the effect of the Arabic minimal prosodic unit (the syllable) on the production of English L2 CV sequences. To study the influence of phonetic context upon a given segment and the overall effect the Arabic syntagmatic features on the Arab learner's ability to reorganize in terms of English patterns, samples of conversational exchanges of some native speakers of adult/child Jordanian Arabic were recorded over a two month period. The syllable patterns that regulate the phonological organization of the conversational exchanges were described.
Introduction
For decades, studies in contrastive linguistics have focused on phonological difficulties discussed in a phonemically oriented way. (See, for example, Lehn, Walter & Slager: 1959; Stockwell, R.: 1965 and Lado, R.: 1957) . To consider Arabic learners' difficulties in learning English from a phonemic perspective only would be inadequate, since the emphasis would be placed on paradigmatic aspects to the effective exclusion of syntagmatic considerations. A prosodic approach stresses features of phonetic form, simple or complex, which characterize or associated with more than one segment of a phonemic or quasi-phonemic kind. (See Robins, R. H.: 1957) . It is the syllable that is the hub of the Arabic phonological organization. Prosodic features such as stress, quantity (length) and 'emphasis' can only be described in terms of the syllable.
The ways in which different types of syllables are relatively ordered in patterns and what prosodic features they are characterized by have a considerable effect on how L2 patterns are ordered. Contrastive linguistic studies have so far concentrated on segmental negative interlingual transfer to the effective exclusion of prosodic interlingual transfer. The objective has been to find out differences between L1 systems so that learning difficulties related to individual segments could be identified and overcome.
The corpus of material chosen is generally artificial based on Classical Arabic or 'introspective judgments. When analysis is based on naturally occurring utterances, which are acquired rather than learned, a shift of attention becomes necessary.
Objectives
The aim of this research is to investigate the effects of the Arabic prosodic features on the production of L2 English CV(C)(C) -CV(C)(C) sequences.
The variables to be examined are:
(i) the effect of SL prosodic features ( L1 accentual patterns, stress) on L2 C-to -V articulation.
(ii) the effect of preceding consonant ('emphatic'/'non-emphatic') (iii) the effect of following consonant ('emphatic'/'non-emphatic')
Method
For the investigation of the effect of the minimal prosodic unit (the syllable) on L2 CV sequences, samples of three conversational exchanges, (see Appendix), for some native speakers of adult/child Jordanian Arabic were recorded over a two month period. In the treatment of prosodic features of' 'frontness', 'backness' (Cf. Mitchell , Ibid ) , consonant cluster and syllable types, reference is particularly made to the four year old exchanges. In order to determine which syllable of a given word is stressed, say the last syllable (ultimate), or the second syllable from the end (penultimate), or two syllables from the end (antepenultimate), the syllable pattern has to be determined. Arabic stress-placement is wholly dependent on the structure of a word in terms of its constituent syllable quantities: 
Accentual Pattern 3
Trisyllabic patterns in which both ultimate and penultimate are short; stress falls on the antepenultimate. Table 3 . Trisyllabic patterns in which both ultimate and penultimate are short.
Word
Structure 'madras 'school' CVC-CV-CV
Accentual Pattern 4
Monosyllabic patterns with long V-element, or with a final -CC sequence are made prominent. CVV-CVC
Accentual Pattern 3
(i) Trisyllabic patterns in which both ultimate and penultimate are short; stress falls on the antepenultimate and (ii) patterns in which the penult is not short receives stress on the penult. 
Accentual Pattern 4
Monosyllabic patterns with long V-element, or with a final -CC sequence are prominent: 
Stress Placement Rules
The analysis of the conversational exchanges in terms of their constituent syllables reveals the following facts about stress placement:
1)
Patterns with final -CVV,CVVC,CVCC are stressed on the ultimate syllable, e.g.
Patterns with final CV or CVC i.e. 'intermediate' syllable -type or with CVVC penult are accented on the penultimate ,e.g. 'buzbuT (CVC-CVC) 'It'll be all right' 'hassa (CVC-CV) 'now' , 'la:zim (CVV-CVC)' we have to', 'sa:9a (CVV-CV) ' a watch'
3)
Trisyllabic patterns with sequences of three successive short syllables are accented on the antepenultimate ,e.g. '9ašara CV-CV-CV 'ten', madrase (CVC-CV-CV) 'school'.
4)
Trisyllabic patterns in which the ultimate syllable is short and the penult is Long are stressed on the penultimate, e.g. ma'sa:?il (CV-CVV-CVC) 'questions', ra'sa:?il 'messages'. 
Stress Placement Constraints
Stress placement constraints may be stated as the following:
The majority of this class of words is 'grammatical' and may be divided into two subsets: (i) Long monosyllabic words of the type CVV, CVVC or CVCC, and (ii) Short monosyllabic words of the type CV, CVC. The constraint is:
(i) Short monosyllabic words are never stressed; if they do, they are only stressed in response utterances; the short vowel becomes fully long, cf. 
Disyllabic Words
Disyllabic words are higher in frequency in conversational exchanges than trisyllabic words. Apart from stressing consistently the ultimate syllable of structure CVVC, CVV, CVCC, stress placement is regularly placed on the penult Long syllable, e.g. 'sa:lim . The constraint is: final CV or CVC syllables are not accented. However; the principle of extrametricality which supports the view that ''there is always some extra metrical materail at the right edge of the word and that "Word final C's are extrametrica" Ussishkin (2000:219) may not apply in all cases of disyllabic stress placement. Consider the following disyllabic words in which the final segments do not allow further extrametrical material: ka'man 'more',halla? 'now', la:zim 'have to 'ya9ni 'I mean', 'buzbuT 'would be all right', 'te:ta 'grandma', ka'kau 'cocoe'.
Trisyllabic Words
Where trisyllabic words contain no heavy syllables, stress falls by default on the first syllable. But otherwise stress falls on the right-most heavy syllable, cf: 'odd', 'arm', 'eat' , 'owl', 'oven', 'act' , 'aunt', 'oh' ,' own', etc In the corpus of the conversational exchanges examined, the following canonical syllable types recur: Most syllable types exhibit a three-tiered structure consisting of a syllable node 'ớ' a CV-tier which dominates consonantal and vowel segments and a segmental tier consisting of bundles of features. The V element of the CV represents a syllable nucleus realized by one of the ten monophthongs ( i:, i, e:, a, a:, ɑ:, ɑ, o:, u, u:) or one of the two diphthongs(ai, au); a C element is not a peak and represents a syllable onset or coda. The syllable is the basic functional unit in the phonological system of Arabic which not only regulates the ways in which vowels and consonants combine but it is also the unit in terms of which constraints on syllable structure are best stated. Thus, in Arabic but not in English the sequence [tl] is allowed as an onset, but in English the sequence [tl] is only allowed so long as /t / and /l/ belong to different syllables ; it is not allowed in the same syllable, cf: The syllable also plays an important role in controlling features whose domain extend over more than one segment in length, e. g. articulatory gestures characteristic of 'emphatic' articulation are not started and completed within a single segment but extends over the whole syllable or word. The dark 'emphatic' features spread all over the utterance, e.g./lɑTɑm/ 'slapped' beginning with 'dark' [l] followed by back open vowels and an 'emphatic' bilabial nasal. The darker 'emphatic' articulation of the neighboring sounds to /T/ 'the denti-alveolar stop' is due to anticipatory co-articulation which works in both directions.
Prosodic features such as 'frontness'/'backness' or 'clearness'/'darkness' are characteristic of the whole syllable or word. For example, the vocalic melody pattern in /buZbuT/ is characterized by the feature of 'backness' whose domain is the whole word. The 'dark' or 'emphatic' features are not localized in the 'emphatic' consonants /Z/ and /T/ but their effect involves the initial bilabial consonant which is articulated with greater muscular tension. Morphologically, other related words are derived by modifying the consonantal root -Z-b-T internally and not simply by concatenation of affixes and roots. The resulting vocalic pattern ' frontness' vs. backness' assign the word to a particular derivational class (McCarthy: 1993 B) cf.:
Features of 'emphasis' span the internal structure of all syllabic elements: the nucleus being realized as back open (low) /а /or /a:/, the onset which is realized phonetically by lateral expansion of the whole body of tongue during the articulation of /Z/ a dark denti-alveolar sulcal voiced fricative , /T/ a voiceless denti-alveolar 'emphatic' plosive and /m/ an 'emphatic' bilabial nasal. In contrast with 'backness', there are certain patterns, which are distinguished by vocalic melody of 'frontness', whereby the nucleus of the syllable is dominated by a front vowel:
In the domain of 'clearness' or 'darkness', the constraints on consonant -vowel-consonant (C-V-C) are known intuitively, based on the Arab learner's knowledge of the permissible syllable internal structure of the Arabic language. The Arab learner of English tends to transfer features of the whole prosodic template of the Arabic 'bunyaan' during the production of English utterances. Once these patterns are acquired, they become as independent lexical items that have their specific prosodic features and their own entry in an Arab learner's mental dictionary. Consider the following sample morphological patterns: 
Prosodies of 'clearness and darkness'
Given the hypothesis of coarticulation, velarization and /or rhotazation is an articulatory process of two environments: the 'emphatic' or 'darkness' and the 'non-emphatic' or 'clearness'. The first process involves two gestures: tongue body retraction in anticipation of an upcoming 'emphatic' consonant and (ii) greater muscular tension in the articulating organs. Anticipatory lingual articulation involves the positioning of the tongue in 'emphatic'/'non-emphatic' articulation as a function of a preceding or following 'emphatic' consonant. The exponents of the prosody of 'clearness' are 'frontness': the front of the tongue is raised towards the hard palate; contact is made by the tip and blade of the tongue against both the dental and the alveolar zones of the palate. The whole body of tongue is laterally contracted in relation to the roof of the mouth. On the other hand, an 'emphatic' articulation gives rise to a reduction of the pharyngeal space as a result of flattening the tongue. Gestures are organized in co-coordinative structures. In CVCV, CVCCVC sequences constraints imposed by 'emphatic' consonants appear to control the tongue dorsum. Anticipation of an upcoming 'emphatic' consonant will alter articulation. That tongue retraction results in lowering formant values particularly those of F2 is evidenced by S1 higher formant values in sequences characterized by the prosody of 'clearness'.
The arrangement of syllables in the phonological organization of Arabic has a considerable effect on the Arab learner's ability to organize L2 syllables. In his early stages of learning English, he tends to reorganize L2 syllables and adapt them so that they conform to L1 syllabic structure. Consider, for example, the arrangement of the syllabic structure of the following conversation between two female Jordanian friends:
wen 't o:k-ing a 'baut 'taim, w: 'to:k a-'bout wat 'bi:-bul du: wiθ ðe:r Taim wi: ðen ju:z ðə ve:rbz spent, pa:s and we:st. tu spend ðə Taim ?iz tu 'du: Samθing ju:z-ful wið ju:r Taim….wi: 'spend ðə 'de: kli:ning ðə 'haus jes 'ju: 'du;, ju: du: bat ai 'don't, ai 'don't.
we:r ?iz ju:r mаg.
-ai don't no: we:r it ?iz ,?it iz ?in ðə sink .?it needz tu bi: 'wo:šd. ðe:r ?it ?iz.
-wat du: ju: аink ov ?it?
-?t ?iz va-ri gud. we:r did ju bai ?it.
-?it wa:z a prezint from a frend hu: went ?on ?e: tu:r to ?is-ba:n-ja la:st ji:r.
-ki:p ?it ?a:z a su:-vi-ni:r.
-hau ?a:r ju: go:-ing tu spend ju:r taim tu-de:? -I want tu kuk. -hau long did ?it te:k?
-wan ?au-er ?and fo:r-t mi-nits.
-Wat did ju: we:r fo: ðə pa:r-ti?
-?e: gre: su:t.
-0is ?iz nju: , ?on mai be:rа-de:, ?e: prezent Constraints on Arabic syllable structure are operative in the text above. They serve as a filter allowing only a limited number of vowels specific to Arabic to occur. English words are reconstructed so that only sound sequencesmodeled on the Arabic prosodic templates to occur. How deeply ingrained syllable structure rules in the minds of Arab learners can be evidenced from the conversational exchange cited above, cf. When considering stress placement in both languages, an algorithm which constructs two sets of prosodic templates in both languages is essential. The first set is assumed to highlight similarities of stress placement and the other will deal with differences. The pedagogical implication is to facilitate and speed up the learning process. In both languages, one has to take into account the fact that stress is a relational concept: a stressed\syllable is more salient than its adjacent unstressed counterparts. Stressed syllables are longer, louder and higher in pitch. The location of stress is determined by the internal structure of the word. In particular, the syllable weight plays an important role in stress placement. In both languages, all lexical words must have one syllable, which receives primary stress. Clearly; monosyllabic words which contain a long vowel like English boy, toy, aunt, farm and Arabic/ he:k , hai , ho:n, le: š/ are stressed.
The location of stress in disyllabic words in both languages is quantity sensitive. Where disyllabic verbs contain no heavy syllables, stress falls by default on the first syllable, cf. In passing, however, one has to account for exceptional cases. Some words in both languages are stressed on the first syllable although the final syllable contains a long vowel or diphthong ,e.g. follow, yellow, (Arabic /'yad3ri(:)/, 'run' ).
Turning now to trisyllabic words, we find the similarities in the location of stress outweigh differences. Ignoring the final syllable which is extrametrical, we find that in both languages stress lands on the penultimate syllable if it is heavy, Cf.
International 
The Effect of Adjacent Consonants on V-V

The Effect of the Preceding or Following Consonant
From the analysis of the L1 and L2 conversational exchanges, we find that the prosodic features of the Arabic morphological patterns have a considerable effect on L2 Arabic pronunciation. To facilitate the task of L2 pronunciation, English sounds are modified to make them similar to L1 sounds. The process is bidirectional: a sound becomes 'clear' or 'dark' according to whether the sound that precedes is 'clear or 'dark', or whether it is influenced by the sound that follows it. Here are some of the commonest coarticulatory processes found in L2: Arab learners of English are still learning English with spoken input that is modeled on spoken Arabic sound patterns.
The Effect of L1 Prosodic Template
Words may be perceived by L2 learners as much in terms of their orthographic shape as their phonological shape, whereby the learner makes a mental image that connects L2 words with L1 words that have some formal sound association with typical Arabic word templates. For example, if the target word is' photograph', the learner is highly likely to associate that with prosodic templates of, say, maHallaat ' 'shop'/maTabba:t/' bumps' ,etc, in which the ultimate ,not the antepenultimate syllable, is stressed and during the production of which the Arabic canonical vowels are realized, viz /'futugra:fs/ instead of. The general shape of the incoming word is crucial. The learner recognizes the first or the last syllable and takes note of
www.macrothink.org/ijele 241 how many syllables it contains; the general constituent structure, where the stress falls in terms of L1 stress rules and what sort of vowels should be filled in the slots, so to speak. If the general shape of an L2 word has been matched with a stored Arabic template that is more or less equivalent to an L2 template, L2 output patterns are realized as L1 structural patterns, Cf. Table 29 . The effect of L1 prosodic template RP JA re'mind /ka'ma:n /'more' re'form / jo'me:n/ 'a couple of days' re'tain /?ah'le:n, /sahle:n/ ,welcome/ ba9'de:n/'later' recall / bi'du:n/' without', /bi'Si:r/ 'possible reply /wa'rai/ 'behind me',/ ma'9ai/ 'with me'
The Effect of L1 Syllabic Structure
Syllabic structure of most spoken Arabic words are mono, di-or trisyllabic. When faced with an unfamiliar polysyllabic word of more complex phonological structure, certain L2 sound sequences are deleted
'Glottal' Stop Initiation
While any English vowel can begin a word, Arabic vowels do not begin words. When vowels initiate an utterance, Arab students use a 'glottal' stop in each word beginning with a vowel.
Phonatactic Restrictions
The rules regulating the positions in which various sounds may occur in a word and the combinations of sounds that are permissible are different in L1 and L2. For instance, there are phonatactic restrictions on the combination of 'dark'/'clear' l in various positions in a word in spoken Arabic. The occurrence of Arabic 'clear' l is subject to restrictions imposed by the non-occurrence of 'emphatic' or 'dark' consonants in the immediate neighborhood of the sound. The occurrence of 'dark' l, on the other hand is governed by the occurrence of another adjacent 'dark' or 'emphatic' consonant. The phonatactic restrictions which apply to English l sounds are different. English 'dark' l occurs in word-final or in pre-consonantal positions, e.g. smell, bull, cuddle, fulfill. The occurrence of 'dark' l is not conditioned by the presence of another adjacent 'dark' consonant as in Arabic. The articulatory gestures associated with English dark or valorized l in which the back of the tongue is simultaneously raised towards the soft palate as the blade of the tongue makes contact with the teeth-ridge (cf. Paula West, 1999) are not maintained by Arab L2 learners. English dark l is nearly always realized as 'clear' following the anticipatory co-occurrence of Arabic 'clear' l with 'non-dark' consonants. For example, 'dark' l is realized as clear in little, bottle, huddle, cuddle, milk, table, tilt, etc. 
Results
The results of this research are the following:
(i) The constraints on C-V-C, in the domain of 'clearness'/'backness are known intuitively by the Arab learner of English. During the production of English utterances, the tendency is totransfer features characteristic of the Arabic prosodic templates.
(ii) In CVCV, CVCCVC constraints imposed by 'emphatic' consonants appear to control the tongue dorsum. Anticipation of an upcoming 'emphatic' consonant will alter the articulation; English words are reconstructed so that only sound sequences modeled on the Arabic prosodic templates are allowed to occur. English diphthongs are monophthongised and English 3-consonant clusters are reduced by the insertion of an anaptyctic vowel.
(iii) Words are perceived by Arab learners as much in terms of their orthographic shape as their phonological shape, whereby the learner makes a link between L2 words with L1 words that have similar sound associations with typical Arabic templates The phonatactic rules which apply to Arabic sounds are transferred to English.
(iv) The syllable is the hub of the Arabic phonological organization. It is the basic functional unit which not only regulates the ways in which vowels and consonants combine but it is also the unit in terms of which the effect of consonant on vowel can be determined or tested.
The syllable also plays an important role in controlling features whose domain extend over more than one segment in length, e. g. articulatory gestures characteristic of 'emphatic' articulation are not started and completed within a single segment but extends over the whole syllable or word. The dark 'emphatic' features spread all over the utterance ,e.g./l ɑ T ɑ m/ 'slapped' beginning with 'dark' [l] followed by back open vowels and an 'emphatic' bilabial nasal. The darker 'emphatic' articulation of the neighboring sounds to /T/ 'the denti-alveolar stop', is due to anticipatory co-articulation which works in both directions. 
Conversational Exchange (2)
This is an exchange between Mohammad, a four year-old boy and his parents. The corpus consists of spontaneous utterances recorded over a period of four weeks. All participants in the exchange are native speakers of Jordanian Arabic. The transcription contains instances of substitutions (i.e. replacement of normal sounds, which the child is unable to articulate by others which are deemed to be easier to articulated. Instances of substitution are italicized and the correct pronunciation is enclosed in brackets. Ad. mi:n Darabak? Ch.
xa:lu mHammad Ad.
le:Š? Ch. 9aša:n , 9aša:n, 9aša:nuh , ?ana, 9aša:n xa:lid ma: bidduya:ni ?ana:m maHalli… ?a:3i maHalli, ?alatlu ma:ma, ?alatlu ?u:m . Darabtu Ad.
Darbatu 9aša:nak
